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Drawing energy: 

Evidence of Next Generation Science Standards for energy in diagrams

Conservation
Energy is conserved

• Energy units pictured explicitly 

• Same number of energy units visible 

throughout
   1/15 showed this feature 12/15 showed this

System
Increase/decrease of energy in 

system = energy that 

entered/left system

• Boundary indicated with some objects 

inside the boundary and possibly 

others outside, such that energy might 

cross the boundary

 0/15 0/15

Tracking
Energy tracked as flow

• Each energy unit comes from and 

goes to somewhere

• Each energy unit experiences a series 

of transfers and transformations

   5/15 14/15

Transfer
Energy transferred between 

objects, fields, or systems

• Energy goes from one object, field, or 

system to another    7/15 15/15

Mechanism
Energy transfer occurs through 

mechanisms or processes

• Statement of mechanism or process 

by which energy transfers, e.g., 

conduction or a push. 

• Suggest also mechanisms of 

transformation, e.g., metabolism or 

compression.

  5/15 12/15

Observables
Energy indicated by observables

• Observable quantity associated with 

each form of energy, e.g. thermal 

energy with warmth or temperature; 

elastic energy with stretching

5/15 0/15

Forms
Multiple forms of energy

• Multiple types of energy listed, e.g., 

motion energy, elastic energy, and 

thermal energy
   9/15 15/15

Transformation
Energy transforms

• Energy units change from one form to 

another   6/15 15/15

Distribution
Uncontrolled systems evolve 

toward more uniform energy 

distribution

• Energy spreads to more objects

• Energy goes to large objects, e.g., the 

air or the environment
   9/15 14/15
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See Also
“Energy is a quantitative property of a system that depends on the motion 

and interactions of matter and radiation within that system. That there is a 

single quantity called energy, is due to the fact that a system’s total energy 

is conserved, even as, within the system, energy is continually transferred

from one object to another and between its various possible forms.” 

- NGSS HS-PS3-A 
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• 15 secondary teachers in course focused on NGSS energy model

• Learning goals: development and use of NGSS-aligned energy 

representations, e.g., Energy Tracking Diagrams 

Assessing Increased Facility 

with Energy Diagrams

Rubric to evaluate any diagram’s 

alignment with the NGSS’s 

model of energy

All but one of the diagrams depict the energy in the same “ring slider” scenario, 

in which a metal ring is smacked by a bent-back ruler and slides across the floor

Translating NGSS to Rubric Limitations
• Doesn’t assess a learner’s energy model; only 

their use of a specific representation

• Scenario can limit ability to demonstrate 

alignment

• Inappropriate to add scores because items are 

neither independent nor of equal weight


